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Summary Information
Repository: Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History
Creator - ivr: Dudley, Anu
Creator - ivr: Dean, Pamela
Creator - ivr: Moreira, James
Title: Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in Acadia National Park
ID: MF120
Date [inclusive]: summer of 2000 and 2001
Physical
Description:
29 items (digital) 
Physical
Description:
4 boxes (half sized) 
Language of the
Material:
English .
Material Specific
Details:
Audio files are the primary source material. Transcriptions are
the transcriber's best effort to convert audio to text, but should
be considered secondary to the audio.
Preferred Citation
Interviewee last name, interviewee first name. Year. NA[unique series identification
number], MF120 NAFOH. Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Scope and Contents
This collection includes a series of interviews conducted by MFC staff with men who were
enrolled in the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in the 1930s, who and served at one of the
three camps run by ANP: the Eagle Lake or Bar Harbor camp, the Long Pond or Southwest
Harbor camp; and the Ellsworth camp. Also included in the collection are interviews with
women who married men from the camps and other local residents who remember the camps.
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Included are 226 photographs (P08475-P08701). In addition, there are research materials from
the National Archives of Records Administration.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Arrangement
NOTE: Except for the research material in Series 1, some or all in the material in this collection
is copied from the Acadia National Park (ANP) Collection at the National Archives of Records
and Administration (NARA). These files have been divided into 8 series, as follows: Series 1:
Research materials Series 2: Publications and Memorabilia NOTE: This series includes issues
of The Acadian and The Sou'wester, though some were donated by CCC participants and some
are copies from ANP. Series 3: Photographs Series 4: Newspaper Articles and Clippings Series
5: Correspondence Series 6: Reports and Other Documents NOTE: These are official reports
and other documents, rather than publications like camp booklets or magazines, which are in
Series 2 Series 7: Discs Series 8: Control folders and supplemental material from interviews
NAFOH MF 120 CCC Series 1: Research materials and notes 1. Green folder: CCC Project
Proposal: Research proposal by James H. Moreira and Pamela Dean 2. Folder: CCC Contact
Forms: Information on contacts 3. Green folder: Information (including background
information on the CCC) on material available from NARA. 4. Folder: Leisure Exhibit Research
Notes: Notes, transcript excerpts, typescripts, etc. 5. Red folder: CCC Leisure: Material for
Leisure Exhibit 6. Folder: CCC Leisure Exhibit: Photocopied photos and clippings for exhibit
7. Folder: CCC Exhibit Photos: Photocopied photos and notes for exhibit 8. Misc. photos and
clipping on leisure: These were originally loose in the box, not in any folder. 9. Folder: CCC
Research: Notes, bibliography and other research material 10. Misc. notes and lists (possibly
from Pam Dean) (Originally not in any folder) 11. Articles: Two photocopied articles on the CCC
(Originally not in any folder)
NAFOH MF 120 CCC Series 2: Publications & Memorabilia A. Publications and souvenirs 1.
The Acadian: Published by 154th Company, Eagle Lake Camp I. Folder: Acadian, 1934-35 :
photocopied issues from ANP II. Red folder: Parsons material, Camp newspapers, Acadian
1935 (from John M. Parsons: most also included in ANP material) III. Acadian – Dougherty:
Two issues (undated) from 1947/38 donated by Ron Dougherty 2. The Sou'wester: Published by
158th Company, Southwest Harbor Three issues: undated; v. 3 no. 1 (Mar. 1939) and v. 3 no. 2
(Apr. 1939) (v. 3 no. 1 donated by Lester R. Hartford, others presumably photocopied from ANP)
3. Journey's End: Photocopied program (from ANP) from play production by 154th Company
(originally in folder with next item) 4. CCC – Entertainment ANP Archives: Program from 154th
Company Farewell Dance, Mar. 7, 1939 (Photocopy from ANP) 5. CCC 1937 Annual. Photos and
rosters from Maine CCC companies. (Photocopy from ANP) 6. Your CCC- Dougherty: Your CCC: A
Handbook for Enrollees (n.d. after May 1938): Photocopy donated by Ron Dougherty (Originally
filed with Dougherty memorabilia). B. Individual memoirs and memorabilia 1. ANP Archives:
Photocopied letter, 1986, from Fred E. Holt (from ANP) 2. Earlyn Wheeler (originally filed with
item above): Photocopied letter, 1985, from Earlyn Wheeler (from ANP) 3. Hartford material:
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Photos and certificates from Lester R. Hartford (This file originally also contained an issue of
the Sou'wester [see above].) 4. Parsons Material—Folder Labeled "154th Co. CCC": Photocopied
certificate and clippings compiled by John M. Parsons. 5. Parsons Material—"Elements of
Forestry": Photocopied certificate of completion and typed course notes from John M. Parsons.
6. Parsons Material—"Work of the Forest Service": Photocopied paper by John M. Parsons 7.
Dougherty (originally included in next folder): Photocopied certificates, correspondence And
memorabilia from Ron Dougherty 8. R. Dougherty photocopies: Mostly photocopied material
from Ronald Dougherty on the National Association of Civilian Conservation Corps Alumni
NAFOH MF 120 CCC Series 3: Photographs 1. 5 CDs of photos from NARA 2. CCC Photos: List
from ANP plus labeled photocopies of photos on list 3. Blue folder: Larger copies of some photos
in preceding folder 4. CCC Photos—ANP Archives: Photocopied photographs, some labeled 5.
Misc. photos: These photocopies were originally not in folders. Some are unlabeled, some are
from CCC Annuals. 6. Memorial Day, 1999: Three color photos in plastic sleeve, labeled on back
7. Tuttle negatives
NAFOH MF 120 CCC Series 4: Newspaper Articles and Clippings All this material is photocopied,
presumably from ANP 1. BHT—CCC—1933: Photocopied articles from the Bar Harbor Times,
most individual items not labeled with dates 2. BHT—CCC—1933: Photocopied articles from
the Bar Harbor Times, most individual items not labeled with dates 3. BHT—CCC—1934:
Photocopied articles from the Bar Harbor Times, most individual items not labeled with dates
4. BHT—CCC—1936: Photocopied articles from the Bar Harbor Times, most individual items not
labeled with dates 5. Long folder labeled Newspaper Clippings: Photocopies of misc. clippings
NAFOH MF 120 CCC Series 5: Correspondence 1. Correspondence with G. B. Dorr, ANP
Superintendent (Photocopied from ANP) 2. Correspondence with Cecil Barret, MDI resident
(Photocopied from ANP) 3. Correspondence with Maine Governor Louis J. Brann (Photocopied
from ANP)
NAFOH MF 120 CCC Series 6: Reports and Other Documents (These are photocopied from
ANP) NOTES ON ABBREVIATIONS: NP1: McFarland Field Camp, NP2: Great Pond Camp,
SP1: Southwest Harbor A. NP1: Narrative Reports from McFarland Field Camp 1. Apr—June
1934 2. Jul—Sept 1934 3. Oct—Dec 1934 4. Oct 1934—March 1935 5. Apr—Sept 1935 B. NP2:
Narrative Reports from Great Pond Camp 1. Oct 1933—April 1935 2. Apr—Dec 1935 C. SP1:
Narrative Reports from Southwest Harbor 1. 1933 2. 1934 3. Jan—March 1935 4. Apr—Dec 1935
5. 1936 D. Reports on work accomplished in ANP, May 1933-July 1942 E. Inspection Reports
1. NP1: Inspection Reports from McFarland Camp, 1939-1942 2. NP2: Inspection Reports from
Great Pond Camp, 1939-1940 F. Investigation and Camp Reports (These are mostly reports
on investigations of various complaints) 1. Special Investigations, 1937-1940 2. Mitchell
Investigation (1939) G. Miscellaneous 1. CCC—158th Enrollment c. 1934 2. Blue folder labeled
Environment Chapters: Photocopied report on White Pine Blister Rust, 1937 3. Fire Hazard
Reduxtion [sic], 1939-1940
NAFOH MF 120 CCC Series 7: Discs (Information taken from handwritten labels on disk boxes)
1. Acadian: 1.1-4.5 plus 11.27 and 8.16 2. Acadian 4.19 3. Acadian 5.10, 5.29, 6.17, 7.4, 7.18, 8.16
4. Acadian 1.11, 2.20, 3.14, 4.5, 5.10, 5.29, 6.17, 7.4, 7.18, 8.16 random pages 5. Photos—work
photos from NARA 6. Photos—sports photos 7. Photos—includes photos from John M. Parsons 8.
Robshaw photos 9. Robshaw photos 10. (Ron) Dougherty photos 11. Various photos 12. Various
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photos 13. Various 14. Parsons photos (disk missing) 15. CCC 1937 Annual Scans 16. CCC Backup
17. 5 CDs containing The Acadian 1934-1935. 18. CD Lester Hartfod Photos and Revised #'s and
descriptions. 19. CD CCC Interviewee photos: Blanchette, Hartford, Parsons (partial), Studer,
Tuttle 20. CD CCC Interviewee photos: Blanchette, Dougherty, Hartford, Studer, Tuttle NAFOH
MF 120 CCC Series 8: Control Folders (CF) and supplemental material from interviews 1. CF
NA2625 2. CF NA2626—Restricted 3. NA2626—Supplemental 4. CF NA2627 5. CF NA2660 6. CF
NA2661 7. CF NA2662 8. CF NA2665
^ Return to Table of Contents
Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History
5729 Raymond H. Fogler Library
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469-5729
URL: http://libguides.library.umaine.edu/c.php?g=718650
Conditions Governing Access
For digitized items free from access restrictions, we are working to upload this material
(pdfs, mp3s, jpgs) for public access, but it is an ongoing project. If you don't find what you
are looking for here, contact Special Collections (um.library.spc@maine.edu).
Conditions Governing Use
Rights assessment remains the responsibility of the researcher. No known restrictions on
material.
Existence and Location of Originals
Located at the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress: AFC 2012/047 https://
lccn.loc.gov/2013655211
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Controlled Access Headings
• Folklore
• Oral histories
• Ellsworth (Me.) -- History
• Bar Harbor (Me.) -- History
• Depressions -- 1929 -- United States
• World War, 1939-1945
• Civilian Conservation Corps (U.S.)
Collection Inventory
MF 120, Collection Summary
Title/Description Instances
MF 120, collection summary, 2019
Digital Object: MF 120, collection summary: 2019
Text MF 120
MF120-CCC-Interviewee-Obituaries, 2000-2019
Digital Object: MF120-CCC-Interviewee-Obituaries
Text MF 120
Report prepared for Acadia National Park, written by James
Moreira, Pamela Dean, Anu Dudley, and Kevin Campney,
May 12, 2009
Digital Object: MF120-Report
Text MF 120
^ Return to Table of Contents
Simon Caswell, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2624, transcript, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2624, transcript: 2000
Audio NA
2624
NA 2624, audio, part 1, August 16, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2624, audio, part 1: August 16, 2000
Audio NA
2624
NA 2624, audio, part 2, August 16, 20000
Digital Object: NA 2624, audio, part 2: August 16, 2000
Audio NA
2624
NA 2624, audio, part 3, September 5, 2000 Audio NA
2624
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Digital Object: NA 2624, audio, part 3: September 5, 2000
NA 2624, audio, part 4, September 5, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2624, audio, part 4: September 5, 2000
Audio NA
2624
^ Return to Table of Contents
Wesley Gray, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2625, transcript, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2625, transcript: 2000
Audio NA
2625
NA 2625, audio, part 1, August 16, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2625, audio, part 1: August 16, 2000
Audio NA
2625
NA 2625, audio, part 2, August 16, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2625, audio, part 2: August 16, 2000
Audio NA
2625
^ Return to Table of Contents
Ron Dougherty, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2626, transcript, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2626, transcript: 2000
Audio NA
2626
NA 2626, audio, part 1, August 18, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2626, audio, part 1: August 18, 2000
Audio NA
2626
NA 2626, audio, part 2, August 18, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2626, audio, part 2: August, 18, 2000
Audio NA
2626
NA 2626, audio, part 3, August 28, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2626, audio, part 3: August 28, 2000
Audio NA
2626
NA 2626, audio, part 4, August 28, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2626, audio, part 4: August 28, 2000
Audio NA
2626
NA 2626, audio, part 5, August 28, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2626, audio, part 5: June 26, 2001
Audio NA
2626
NA 2626, audio, part 6, June 26, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2626, audio, part 6: June 26, 2001
Audio NA
2626
NA 2626, audio, part 7, June 26, 2001 Audio NA
2626
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Digital Object: NA 2626, audio, part 7: June 26, 2001
NA 2626, audio, part 8, June 26, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2626, audio, part 8: June 26, 2001
Audio NA
2626
^ Return to Table of Contents
Merrill Morang, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2627, transcript, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2627, transcript: 2000
Audio NA
2627
NA 2627, audio, part 1, August 22, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2627, audio, part 1: August 22, 2000
Audio NA
2627
NA 2627, audio, part 2, August 22, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2627, audio, part 2: August 22, 2000
Audio NA
2627
^ Return to Table of Contents
Linwood Robshaw, interviewed by James Moreira
Title/Description Instances
NA2638, transcript, 2000
Digital Object: NA2638, transcript: 2000
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12923, circa 1943
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12923: circa 1943
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Linwood
Robshaw, 1919-2009, (left) and an unidentified man
standing in front of the sign for the 102nd Infantry
Division, "The Ozarks," at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri.
The sign displays the Infantry Division's sleeve insignia.
Linwood Robshaw enlisted as a private in December
1942 and went through basic training at Camp Gruber,
Oklahoma. Due to physical and health issues at the time,
Robshaw was assigned to the Chaplain Section which he
credited for saving his life. Photographer unidentified,
circa 1943.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12924, 1944-1945
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12924: 1944-1945
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the Robshaw
brothers (left to right) Ralph Robshaw, PFC, United States
Photograph
NA 2638
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Army; John C Robshaw, United States Navy; and Vaughn
Robshaw, Corporal, United States Army, circa 1944-1945.
NA 2638, photograph, p12925, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12925: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a log cabin
identified in a handwritten caption reflecting the lettering
on the porch roof: "Mt. Desert Island Camp." (Identified
in p13008.jpg as Boy Scout Camp.) Photographer Linwood
Robshaw, circa 1937-1940
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12926, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12926: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of four unidentified
men in the 158th CCC Camp, Southwest Harbor, Mount
Desert Island, Maine. Photographer unidentified, circa
1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12927, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12927: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a shaggy
dog wearing a harness. Handwritten caption reads:
"Yeribaldips (?) Smart pal." Photographer unknown,
undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12928, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12928: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white snapshot photograph of a young
man dressed in a uniform, leaning against a large truck
identified by the handwritten caption as "E. Hersey 158
Co." Photographer Linwood Robshaw at 158th CCC Camp,
Southwest Harbor, Mount Desert Island, Maine circa
1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12929, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12929: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white snapshot photograph of a group
of unidentified men of the 158th CCC Camp, Southwest
Harbor, Mount Desert Island, Maine standing around a
vehicle tentatively identified as a 1934 Ford Deluxe Fordor
with a soft top and a greyhound hood ornament. The
handwritten caption reads: "Something of interest. A girl."
Photographer: Linwood Robshaw, circa 1936-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12930, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12930: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph with the
handwritten caption, "Linwood Robshaw painting a sign."
The sign reads: Construction 158th CCC Southwest Harbor
Photograph
NA 2638
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in Acadia National Park
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Materials Town of Mt. Desert. Photographer unidentified,
circa 1937-1940.
NA 2638, photograph, p12931, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12931: 1937-1940
Abstract: Vintage Tichnor Quality Views linen postcard,
no. 135003. Printed caption reads: View of Jordan Pond,
Acadia National Park, Maine. The handwritten caption
reads: One of Mt. Desert Isle's [illegible] spots. Circa
1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12932, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12932: 1937-1940
Abstract: Vintage Tichnor Quality Views linen postcard,
no. 64072. Printed caption reads: View from Rockefeller
Drive. Acadia National Park, Bar Harbor, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12933, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12933: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of John "Jackie"
C. Robshaw framed by a screen door in the Robshaw's
house. John Robshaw, born 1925, was the youngest of the
Robshaw boys. The handwritten caption reads: Jackie
Robshaw. The Rascal. Photographer Linwood Robshaw,
undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12934, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12934: 1937-1940
Abstract: Part of a black and white photograph of an
unidentified smiling woman wearing a cotton dress
with a pointed white color, stockings and white shoes.
The handwritten caption reads: Pal of Harold Rowe's.
Photographer unidentified, circa 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12935, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12935: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white snapshot photograph of a U.S.
Navy Destroyer sailing off the coast of Bar Harbor, Maine.
Photographer Linwood Robshaw, circa 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12936, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12936: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two, unidentified
young men at the back of a transport truck. Handwritten
caption reads: 158 Co. Boys .'39. Taken at the 158th CCC
Camp, Southwest Harbor, Mount Desert Island, Maine.
Photographer unidentified.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12937, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12937: 1937-1940
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12938, 1937-1940
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in Acadia National Park
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Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12938: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph of
Echo Lake, Acadia National Park, Mount Desert Island.
Photographer Linwood Robshaw, circa 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12939, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12939: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a group of four,
unidentified young men. The handwritten caption reads,
"154th Co. Boys." The 154th CCC Lake Eagle Camp was
located in Bar Harbor, Maine. While Linwood Robshaw
was stationed at the 158th Great Pond camp, his younger
brother Vaughn was stationed at the 154th. Photographer
Linwood Robshaw, circa 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12940, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12940: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph of Great
Pond, Southwest Harbor, Maine. Photographer Linwood
Robshaw, circa 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12941, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12941: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young man
identified as Waldo Page hiking on Beech Mountain
trail above Echo Lake, Acadia National Park, Mount
Desert Island, Maine. Waldo Page was one of Linwood
Robshaw's best buddies during his time at the 158th CCC
Camp, Southwest Harbor, Mount Desert Island, Maine.
Photographer Linwood Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12942, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12942: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Waldo Page
hiking on Beech Mountain trail above Echo Lake, Acadia
National Park, Mount Desert Island, Maine. Waldo Page
was one of Linwood Robshaw's best buddies during his
time at the 158th CCC Camp, Southwest Harbor, Mount
Desert Island, Maine. Photographer Linwood Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12943, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12943: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Linwood
Robshaw and best friend Harold Rowe in Acadia National
Park, 1939. Photographer unidentified.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12944, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12944: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph with the
handwritten caption, "Parking area Beech Cliff." Acadia
Photograph
NA 2638
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National Park, Mount Desert Island, Maine. Photographer
Linwood Robshaw, circa 1937-1940.
NA 2638, photograph, p12945, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12945: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of young men
standing atop a boulder in Acadia National Park. The
handwritten caption reads: Three Musketeers." Linwood
Robshaw, Harold Rowe, and Waldo Page were best friends
while working at the CCC camp and referred to themselves
as the Three Musketeers. Photographer unidentified, circa
1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12946, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12946: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph.
Handwritten caption reads: "View from Beech Mountain."
Photographer Linwood Robshaw, circa 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12947, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12947: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Linwood
Robshaw (left), Harold Rowe (center), and Waldo
Page (right) standing by a sign mounted on a tree. The
sign reads, in part: "Attention! This lake supplies the
inhabitants of Southwest Harbor with drinking water…"
Photographer unidentified, circa 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12948, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12948: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph with the
handwritten caption, "Parking area & Bluffs."
Photographer Linwood Robshaw, circa 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12949, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12949: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph o f Harold Rowe on
Beech Mountain Trail above Echo Lake, Acadia National
Park, Mount Desert Island, Maine. The handwritten
caption reads: "Harold Rowe. A Huskie Pal." Photographer
Linwood Robshaw, circa 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12950, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12950: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of (left to right)
Linwood Robshaw, Harold Rowe, and Waldo Page, posing
on a rocky landscape in Acadia National Park, Mount
Desert Island, 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12951, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12951: 1939
Photograph
NA 2638
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in Acadia National Park
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Abstract: Black and white photograph Milton Stevens
of Columbia Falls, Maine. Milton was the assistant
superintendent of the carpenter shop at the 158th CCC
Camp, Southwest Harbor, Mount Desert Island, Maine.
Photographer Linwood Robshaw, 1939.
NA 2638, photograph, p12952, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12952: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Linwood
Robshaw posing on steps beside his mother, Irene V.
(Belmain) Robshaw. Photographer unidentified, undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12953, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12953: undated
Abstract: Calling card belonging to Clinton A. Watters
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12954, 1938
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12954: 1938
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a building under
construction in 1938. The handwritten caption reads:
"Constructed by Lin Robshaw '38."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12955, 1918
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12955: 1918
Abstract: Black and white formal portrait of Chandler H.
Robshaw at age 24. Chandler married Irene V. Belmain in
March 1918. The couple had four sons, Linwood, Vaughn,
Ralph, and John Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12956, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12956: 1937-1940
Abstract: Part of a black and white photograph of a young
boy holding the handles of a wooden wheelbarrow. The
handwritten caption reads: "Buddy Tracy." The boy was
the child of one of Linwood Robshaw's friends from
the CCC camp. Photographer Linwood Robshaw, circa
1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12957, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12957: undated
Abstract: A paper birthday greeting with a picture of a
small cottage and a white, picket fence. The text reads: "A
Birthday Message."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12958, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12958: undated
Abstract: A paper birthday greeting. The text reads:
"Birthday Greetings to Son."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12959, 1939 Photograph
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Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12959: 1939
Abstract: A black and white photograph of Skippy Watters
standing on seaweed covered rocks with small surf
breaking behind him, 1939. Photographer Linwood
Robshaw.
NA 2638, photograph, p12960, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12960: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Venita Hayden
(1915-2005), a friend of Linwood Robshaw who lived
in South Brewer, Maine, 1939. Linwood Robshaw was
introduced to Venita while rollerskating. Handwritten
caption reads: "Miss Nita Haden '39." Photographer
unidentified.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12961, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12961: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Linwood
Robshaw on a break at Mount Desert Island, 1930.
Photographer unidentified.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12962, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12962: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a thin young
woman wearing a cotton, flower-print dress with a
white belt tied in a bow at her waist. The young woman
is wearing a nose gay of flowers at her neck. The
handwritten caption read: "Miss Evelyn Dow," undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12963, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12963: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Linwood
Robshaw sitting on a wooden construction. Seated on a
nail keg or crate, back to the camera, is Jesse Atwood,
of Bucksport. Atwood was a master carpenter who
supervised the CCC Carpenter Shop where Linwood
worked. Atwood was also a neighbor of the Robshaws in
Bucksport. Handwritten caption below the photograph
reads: "Mr. Atwood & Linwood '39." Photographer
unidentified, 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12964, circa 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12964: circa 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Jesse Atwood's
camp at Pleasant River Lake that Linwood Robshaw
helped to build. Mr. Atwood was a master carpenter
who supervised the CCC Carpenter Shop where Linwood
worked. Handwritten caption below the image reads: "Mr.
Atwood's cottage." Photographer unidentified, circa 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12965, 1938 Photograph
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Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12965: 1938
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man wearing
work clothes and rubber pack boots standing in front
of a structure with a sign that reads: "158 CCC." The
handwritten caption below the image reads: "Jim
Pinkham, '38." Photographer Linwood Robshaw, 1938.
NA 2638, photograph, p12966, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12966: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a spaniel dog
on a beach. The handwritten caption reads: "Skippy."
Photographer unidentified, undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12967, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12967: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a smiling young
woman with dark hair standing by a small stand of white
birch trees beside the water. The handwritten caption
reads: "Miss Doris Sullivan." Photographer unidentified,
undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12968, 1938
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12968: 1938
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Addison
"Hangnail" Hodgkins standing in front of a structure
with a sign that reads: "158 CCC." Hangnail Hodgkins, a
demolition expert, had a tendency to be a jokester. The
handwritten caption reads: "Addison Hodgkins (Hang
Nail) '38." Photographer Linwood Robshaw, 1938.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12969, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12969: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a frozen water
fall over a series of stepped stones. The handwritten
caption below the image reads: "Dam construted by 158
Co." Photographer unidentified, undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12970, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12970: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of snow piled up
between barracks building at 158 Co. CCC, Mount Desert
Island. Handwritten caption reads: "Snow scene at 158
Co." Photographer Linwood Robshaw, undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12971, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12971: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of snow between
barracks building at 158 Co. CCC, Mount Desert Island.
Photograph
NA 2638
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Handwritten caption reads: "Untouched by man. More
snow." Photographer Linwood Robshaw, undated.
NA 2638, photograph, p12972, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12972: 1939
Abstract: Graphite and color pencil drawing of an
"imaginary CCC girl" drawn by Terry Hayden, undated.
The caption reads, "May I Join?" Teresa "Terry" Hayden
was a sister of Venita Hayden, a friend of Linwood
Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12973, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12973: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man dressed
in work clothes standing beside the front of a truck
with a USCCC license plate. Two men are standing in
the bed of the truck looking over the top of the cab. The
handwritten caption reads: "Earl Knights 158th Co., 1939."
Photographer Linwood Robshaw, 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12974, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12974: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Linwood
Robshaw (right) and Edgar Betteg (left) sitting on a
park bench. The handwritten caption reads: "Linwood
Robshaw, Edgar Betteg, 1939." Photographer unidentified,
1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12975, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12975: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Wayne Harris of
the 158th Co., CCC. posing on a park bench, 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12976, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12976: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charlie Fowler,
1939 of the 158th Co., CCC.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12977, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12977: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Mike Olinick of
the 158th Co. CCC, 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12978, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12978: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Harold Rowe
standing on a pile of coal at the 158th Co. CCC. The
handwritten caption reads: "Harold Rowe, 1939."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12979, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12979: 1939
Photograph
NA 2638
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Abstract: Black and white photograph of Harold Rowe
standing on a pile of coal at the 158th Co. CCC. The
handwritten caption reads: "Harold Rowe, 1939."
NA 2638, photograph, p12980, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12980: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charlie
Fowler, Edgar Betteg, and Linwood Robshaw working
at the carpenter shop at the 158th Co. CCC, 1939. The
handwritten caption reads: "Charlie, Edgar, & Linwood,
1939." Photographer unidentified.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12981, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12981: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Irene (Belmain)
Robshaw wearing a dark, fur-trimmed winter coat. The
handwritten caption reads, "Mother 1939."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12982, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12982: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Linwood
Robshaw holding a gun and dressed to go hunting, 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12983, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12983: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Venita Hayden
(1915-2005), a friend of Linwood Robshaw who lived in
South Brewer, Maine. The handwritten caption reads:
"Miss Nita Hayden." Photographer unidentified, undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12984, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12984: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two signs built
as a part of the work done by the men at the 158th Co.,
CCC on Mount Desert Island, Maine. The handwritten
caption reads: "Signs made by Boys of 158th Co., '39."
Photographer Linwood Robshaw, 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12985, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12985: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Chandler H.
Robshaw standing beside a 1937 GMC Half-ton truck. The
handwritten caption reads: "Dad & truck 1939."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12986, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12986: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the exterior of
the Carpenter Shop at the 158th Co. CCC camp, Southwest
Harbor, Mount Desert Island, Maine. The handwritten
Photograph
NA 2638
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caption reads: "158th Co. Carpenter Shop [date illegible,
probably 1939].
NA 2638, photograph, p12987, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12987: 1939
Abstract: Black and white snapshot photograph if a large
puppy in the snow outside the buildings of a farm house.
Handwritten caption below the picture reads: "Skippy '39."
Photographer unidentified.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12988, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12988: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of nine-year-old
Mary Bernadette Hayden in Brewer, Maine, dressed in
a marching band uniform and saluting. Bernadette was
the youngest sister of Venita Hayden, one of Linwood
Robshaw's friends during his time serving in the 158th
Co. CCC on Mount Desert Island. The handwritten caption
below the image reads: "Bernadette Hayden 1939."
Photographer unidentified.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12989, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12989: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Venita "Nita"
Hayden sitting on a piling on a dock at Southwest Harbor,
Mount Desert Island, 1939. The handwritten caption
reads: "Miss Nita Hayden 1939." Photographer Linwood
Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12990, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12990: 1939
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph of the
street running through the 158th Co. CCC in Southwest
Harbor, Maine, 1939. Handwritten caption reads:
"Company street, 158 Co. C.C.C. '39." Photographer
Linwood Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12991, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12991: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the exterior of
the Carpenter Shop at the 158th Co. CCC camp, Southwest
Harbor, Mount Desert Island, Maine. The handwritten
caption reads: "Carpenter shop. 158 Co." Photographer
Linwood Robshaw, circa 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12992, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12992: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the sign and flag
pole at the entrance of the 158th Company of the CCC in
Southwest Harbor, Mount Desert Island, Maine, 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
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Handwritten caption reads: "American Flag '39. 158 Co.
CCC." Photograph Linwood Robshaw.
NA 2638, photograph, p12993, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12993: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young
man in a suit and tie standing for his photo outside.
The handwritten caption reads, "C. Gagnon 1939."
Photographer Linwood Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12994, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12994: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a youngman
wearing rolled up dungarees and a sleeveless undershirt
posing in a boxing ring. The handwritten caption
reads, "Benny Bynard [?] 1939." Photographer Linwood
Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12995, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12995: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a smiling young
man wearing a uniform and posing in front of the boxing
ring in the recreational area at 158th Co. of the CCC,
Southwest Harbor, Maine. The handwritten caption reads:
"Mr. Peirson [sic] 1939." Photographer Linwood Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12996, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12996: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young man
dressed in a suit and tie standing next to the entrance
sign of the 158th Co. CCC camp in Southwest Harbor,
Mount Desert Island, Maine. The sign is an example of the
park signs Linwood Robshaw and his pals made while
serving with the Civilian Conservation Corps. The sign
reads: "Home of the 158 Co. C.C.C. Camp of 250 [?] Visitors
Welcome." The handwritten caption below the image
reads: "L. Cote 1939." Photographer Linwood Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12997, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12997: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a building with
a red cross sign posted near the peak of the roof. The
handwritten caption below the image reads: "Hospital
158th Co. 1939."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p12998, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12998: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a made up cot in
the 158th Co. CCC camp barracks. The handwritten caption
below the photo reads: "The Best Cot of the Company,
'39." Linwood Robshaw explained that there "was a bit
of a contest" to make up the neatest, tightest bunk for
Photograph
NA 2638
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inspection. The image demonstrates the livingspace
available to men serving at the camp with clothing hung
on the wall beside the bed, a footlocker, boots, and shows
lined up under the bunk.
NA 2638, photograph, p12999, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p12999: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the 158th Co. CCC
camp boxing ring and Barracks No. 3. The handwritten
caption below the photo reads: Boxing ring & No. 3
Barracks '39." Photographer Linwood Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13000, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13000: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of one of the log
signs constructed by men of the 158th Co. of the CCC in
Southwest Harbor, Maine, 1937-1940. The handwritten
caption below the image reads: "Carpenter Shop Yard."
Photographer Linwood Robshaw.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13001, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13001: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the Carpenter's
Crew of the 158th Co., 1939. Back, l-r, unidentified,
Linwood Robshaw, Edgar Betteg, unidentified, Briggs
Hardison. Front, l-r, L. Cote, Skippy Watters, Michael
Olnick , Earl Knights. Photographer unidentified.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13002, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13002: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Mike Olinick of
the 158th Co. CCC, 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13003, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13003: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Vernon Lunt,
1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13004, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13004: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of three young men
sitting on the edge of the boxing ring. The handwritten
caption reads: "Boys of 158 Co. 1939."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13005, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13005: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Skippy Watters
dressed in winter clothing, 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13006, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13006: 1939
Photograph
NA 2638
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Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young
man sitting on the edge of the boxing ring, 1939. The
handwritten caption reads, "La Gasse 1939."
NA 2638, photograph, p13007, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13007: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young man
sitting on what appears to be metal parallel bars. The
handwritten caption below the picture reads: "La Gasse
1939."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13008, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13008: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man sitting on
the peak of the roof of the entryway of the log building
identified as "Boy Scout Camp 1939." The lettered sign
under that room reads, "The Mt. Desert Island Camp."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13009, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13009: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the inside of the
No. 1 Barracks with two rows of beds and two pot-belly
stoves. Two of the cots on the left are occupied by sleeping
men. The handwritten caption reads: "The inside of No. 1
Barracks, 1939."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13010, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13010: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the interior of the
camp canteen and Rec. Hall at 158th Co. CCC in Southwest
Harbor, Mt. Desert Island, Maine, 1939. The handwritten
caption under the photo reads: "The Canteen & Rec Hall
'39."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13011, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13011: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the interior of
the supply room at the 158th Co. CCC camp, Southwest
Harbor, Mt. Desert Island, Maine, 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13012, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13012: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of four, unidentified
young men sitting on a long, rustic bench. Two of the men
appear to be twins. The handwritten caption reads: "More
of the 158 Co Boys, 1939."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13013, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13013: 1939
Photograph
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Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man standing
in the doorway of a building. The handwritten caption
below the picture reads: "Mr. Hodgkins 1939."
NA 2638, photograph, p13014, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13014: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two men
standing side-by-side. The taller man, Briggs Hardison, on
the left is extending his arm over the head of the shorter
man, Mike Olnick, on the right. The handwritten caption
reads, "Briggs Hardison & Mike Olnick ' 39."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13015, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13015: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young man
wearing a neat and clean uniform, standing in the door
of Barracks 4. The handwritten caption reads, "Frances
Keene 1939."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13016, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13016: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Venita Haden
wearing and light-color summer dress and bare
foot, sitting on the fender of her Model A Ford. The
handwritten caption reads: "Miss Nita Hayden '39."
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13017, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13017: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two unidentified
men standing in the 158th Co. CCC camp.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13018, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13018: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of an unidentified
young man at the 158th Co. Camp of the CCC in Southwest
Harbor, Mt. Desert Island, circa 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13019, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13019: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of three,
unidentified young men wearing C.C.C. uniforms at the
158th Co. CCC camp in Southwest Harbor, Mt. Desert
Island, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13020, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13020: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two, smiling
young women dressed in slacks, sweaters and mittens
with the laces of ice skates tied together and draped over
each of the women's necks. The dark-haired woman on
the left is unidentified. The woman on the right is Venita
Photograph
NA 2638
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Hayden. Photographer Linwood Robshaw, Brewer, Maine.
circa 1939.
NA 2638, photograph, p13021, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13021: 1939
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two smiling
young women dressed in slacks to go ice skating, and a girl
holding a puppy. The taller, dark hair woman on the left
is unidentified. The shorter, blonde woman on the right is
Venita Hayden. The girl holding the puppy is Bernadette
Hayden, Nita's youngest sister. Brewer, Maine, circa 1939.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13022, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13022: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young boy
wearing a long-sleeve, stripe shirt, shorts, and long johns
standing in an open door. Photographer unidentified,
undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13023, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13023: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a row of barracks
at 158th Co. CCC camp, Southwest Harbor, Mt. Desert
Island, Maine, 1937-1940.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13024, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13024: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of John "Jack"
Robshaw wearing a pea coat with the collar turned up and
a pair of gloves. Photographer unidentified, undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13025, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13025: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Linwood
Robshaw standing in a snowy landscape, undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13026, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13026: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the sign at the
entrance of the 158th Company of the CCC in Southwest
Harbor, Mount Desert Island, Maine. The sign is an
example of those built for Acadia National Park by the
men of the 158th.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13027, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13027: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the American flag
and CCC flag located at the entrance of the 158th Company
Photograph
NA 2638
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of the CCC in Southwest Harbor, Mount Desert Island,
Maine.
NA 2638, photograph, p13028, 1937-1940
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13028: 1937-1940
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph of the
158th Co. CCC camp, Southwest Harbor, Mount Desert
Island, Maine, taken at a distance.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13029, undated
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13029: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Linwood
Robshaw standing next to his mother, Irene Violet
(Belmain) Robshaw, undated.
Photograph
NA 2638
NA 2638, photograph, p13030, circa 1938
Digital Object: NA 2638, photograph, p13030: circa 1938
Abstract: Black and white school photograph of Ralph
Leroy Robshaw wearing a suit and tie, circa 1938. Ralph
left high school after his sophomore year.
Photograph
NA 2638
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Arthur Studer, interviewed by James Moreira
Title/Description Instances
NA 2639, transcript, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2639, transcript: 2000
Audio NA
2639
NA 2639, audio, part 1, August 31, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2639, audio, part 1: August 31, 2000
Audio NA
2639
NA 2639, audio, part 2, August 31, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2639, audio, part 2: August 31, 2000
Audio NA
2639
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Lester Hartford, interviewed by James Moreira
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NA 2640, transcript, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2640, transcript: 2000
Audio NA
2640
NA 2640, audio, part 1, August 18, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2640, audio, part 1: August 18, 2000
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Digital Object: NA 2640, audio, part 2: August 30, 2000 Audio NA
2640
NA 2640, audio, part 3, August 31, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2640, audio, part 3: August 30, 2000
Audio NA
2640
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Walter Woods, interviewed by James Moreira
Title/Description Instances
NA 2641, transcript, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2641, transcript: 2000
Audio NA
2641
NA 2641, audio, part 1, August 17, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2641, audio, part 1: August 17, 2000
Audio NA
2641
NA 2641, audio, part 2, August 17, 2000
Digital Object: NA 2641, audio, part 2: August 17, 2000
Audio NA
2641
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John Parsons, interviewed by James Moreira
Title/Description Instances
NA 2646, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2646, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, audio, part 1, February 23, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2646, audio, part 1: February 23, 2001
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, audio, part 2, February 23, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2646, audio, part 2: February 23, 2001
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, audio, part 3, February 23, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2646, audio, part 3: February 23, 2001
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, audio, part 4, February 23, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2646, audio, part 4: February 23, 2001
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12805, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12805: 1934
Abstract: Series of black and white photographs cropped
and taped together to create a panoramic view of the
Porcupine Islands, Bar Harbor, 1934.
Audio NA
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Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12806: February 12,
1934
Abstract: Black and while photograph providing a bird's
eye view of the Eagle Lake Camp of the CCC in Bar Harbor,
Maine. A typed caption over the image reads: "C.C.C. 154th
Co. Bar Harbor, Me. Capt. Samuel Levinson, Cmdg. Hand-
printed captions include: "Eagle Lake Camp. Saturday,
Feb. 12, '34 Carnival Day."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12807, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12807: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of large icicles
handing from the eves of a building.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12808, Summer 1933
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12808: Summer
1933
Abstract: Large, black and white group photograph of
approximately 200 men participating in the Civilian
Conservation Corps program in Bar Harbor, Maine,
Summer 1933. The photography studio name and address
are embossed in the lower right corner and reads:
Brown's, Hulls Cove, Bar Harbor, ME.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12809, July 1, 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12809: July 1, 1934
Abstract: Civilian Conservation Corps certificate. To all
who shall see these presents, Greeting: Know ye, that
reposing special trust and confidence in the patriotism,
ability and endeavors of John H. Parsons I so hereby
appoint him Assistant Leader in 154th Company C.C.C, to
rank as such of the First day of July one thousand nine
hundred and thirty-four. He is, therefore, carefully and
diligently to discharge the duty of a Assistant Leader
by doing and performing all manner of things thereto
belonging. And I do strictly charge and require all
Assistant Leaders and enrollees under his command to
be obedient to his orders as a Assistant Leader. And he is
to observe and follow such orders and directions, from
time to time, as he shall receive from me or my successors,
or other superior officers or Assistant Leaders set over
him according to the laws and regulations governing the
Civilian Conservation Corps. This warrant to continue in
force during the pleasure of the commanding officer of the
154th Company C.C.C., for the time being. Given under my
hand, at the headquarters of the 154th Company CCC at
Bar Harbor, Maine, this First day of July in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-four. By the
commanding officer: S. D. Conner, Camp Superintendent
Francis L. Ralls, Capt., FA-Res. Commanding
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12810, undated
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Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12810: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of men and
women on the beach and swimming. Location and date
unidentified.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12811, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12811: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph taken from the
water looking toward men and women swimming at a
beach. Location and date unidentified.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12812, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12812: undated
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph Mount
Desert Island, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12813, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12813: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of John Parsons
(1911-2006) dressed in dark pants and sweater, standing
on a set of granite stairs. Acadia National Park, Bar
Harbor, Maine, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12814, 1933-1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12814: 1933-1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of four unidentified
men in the 154th Co. CCC camp in Bar Harbor, Maine, circa
1934, washing their mess kits and pans after a meal.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12815, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12815: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of four unidentified
men posing for the photograph at the 154th Co. CCC camp
in Bar Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12816, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12816: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a group of
five, unidentified men standing in a line, posing for the
photograph at the 154th Co. CCC camp in Bar Harbor,
Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12817, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12817: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two unidentified
men at the 154th Co. CCC camp in Bar Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12818, undated Audio NA
2646
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Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12818: undated
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph, Mount
Desert Island.
NA 2646, photograph, p12819, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12819: undated
Abstract: Black and white, undated photograph of an
unidentified man standing under a stone Carriage Road
bridge in Acadia National Park.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12820, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12820: undated
Abstract: Black and white, undated photograph of
unidentified men near the barracks of the 154th Co. CCC
camp in Bar Harbor, Maine. Two tripods visible in the
back ground support large canvase sacks of drinking
water for the men in the camp.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12821, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12821: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two unidentified
men standing in front of the Camp Headquarters at the
154th Co. CCC camp in Bar Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12822, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12822: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the recreation
hall at the 154th Co. CCC camp in Bar Harbor, Maine,
undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12823, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12823: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of four unidentified
men standing in front of the Camp Headquarters at the
154th Co. CCC camp in Bar Harbor, Maine, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12824, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12824: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the First Barrack,
the 154th Co. CCC camp in Bar Harbor, Maine, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12825, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12825: undated
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph, undated,
with the handwritten caption, "View of Camp from
McFarland Mt."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12826, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12826: undated
Audio NA
2646
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Abstract: Black and white photograph, undated, of the
154th Co. CCC camp in Bar Harbor, Maine,with the
handwritten caption: Looking in toward camp buildings
from road.
NA 2646, photograph, p12827, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12827: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the 154th Co.
CCC camp in Bar Harbor, Maine showing a number of the
camp buildings, undated. A handwritten caption reads:
Mess hall, 4 barracks, supply house.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12828, Summer 1933
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12828: 1933-1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two rows of
canvas army tents at the 154th Co. CCC camp in Bar
Harbor, Maine, circa 1933. Army tents were provided to
men enrolled in the company during the summer as the
camp barracks, canteen, and mess hall took place.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12829, Summer 1933
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12829: 1933-1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the mess line
of men waiting to eat at the temporary McFarland camp
(the 154th Co. CCC camp) in Bar Harbor, Maine, circa 1933.
Men of the 154th Co. slept in Army tents and ate at the
mess tent until the mess hall and barracks were built.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12830, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12830: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young man,
identified as W. Hartford, at the 154th Co. CCC camp in Bar
Harbor, Maine, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12831, 1933-1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12831: 1933-1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of five unidentified
young men hamming it up for the camera beside the Army
tents set up at the 154th Co. CCC camp in Bar Harbor,
Maine, circa 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12832, 1933-1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12832: 1933-1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of men around the
men of the 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake camp, Bar Harbor,
Maine, circa 1934 during camp construction.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12833, 1933-1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12833: 1933-1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of life happening
around the 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake Camp, Bar Harbor,
Audio NA
2646
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Maine. Men are waiting in a mess line and a shirtless man
is working up stove wood in front of a tent, circa 1934 as
the camp was under construction.
NA 2646, photograph, p12834, 1933-1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12834: 1933-1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a group of men
posing infront of the line of four barracks what were
under construction of the 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake Camp,
Bar Harbor, Maine, circa 1934
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12835, 1933-1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12835: 1933-1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of three,
unidentified young men clowning around on a pile of dirt
and gravel at 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake Camp, Bar Harbor,
Maine, circa 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12836, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12836: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a group of seven
men posing in front of the first barrack at the 154th Co.
CCC Eagle Lake Camp, undated. Caption reads: A few from
the 1st barrack.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12837, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12837: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the camp mascot,
a white cat named Essie, sitting in the grass beside one of
the camp buildings at 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake Camp, Bar
Harbor. The handwritten caption reads, Essie didn't want
to be 'shot' but she had to take it, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12838, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12838: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of John H. Parsons
wearing a CCC uniform, standing outside the supply
building at 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake Camp, Bar Harbor,
Maine, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12839, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12839: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the interior of
the newly-constructed 1st barrack, 154th Co. CCC Eagle
Lake Camp, Bar Harbor, Maine. The walls are lined with
wooden army cots and men's clothing hanging on hooks,
undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12840, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12840: undated
Audio NA
2646
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Abstract: Black and white photograph of the camp mascot,
a white cat named Essie sitting in the grass at the 154th Co.
CCC Eagle Lake Camp, undated.
NA 2646, photograph, p12841, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12841: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph with the caption,
View of Mts. & camp from across the road, 154th Co. CCC
Eagle Lake Camp, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12842, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12842: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the interior of the
mess building at the 154th Co. Eagle Lake CCC Camp with
men of the company sitting at picnic-style tables lining
both sides of the building, undated. The caption reads,
Interior of Mess Hall.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12843, 1933
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12843: 1933
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Eddie Maher
holding the camp mascot, a white cat named Essie, outside
the open door of the supply building, 154th Co. CCC Eagle
Lake Camp, Bar Harbor, Maine. The handwritten caption
reads: Eddie Maher at the supply room 154th Co. CCC,
1933.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12844, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12844: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of three
unidentified men, two men wearing uniforms and a third
man in a suit and tie, standing next to a Red Cross vehicle,
undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12845, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12845: undated
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph taken
in Bar Harbor, Maine. Handwritten caption reads: "View
from highway bridge showing Eagle Lake—Carriage road
and Cadillac Mt. in background," undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12846, August 6, 1933
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12846: August 6,
1933
Abstract: Black and white photograph of John H. Parsons
(1911-2006) seated on a rock next to the water in Bar
Harbor, Maine, August 6, 1933. Handwritten caption reads
8/6/33.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12847, August 6, 1933 Audio NA
2646
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Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12847: August 6,
1933
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph of one of
the carriage roads in Acadia National Park, Bar Harbor,
Maine. An unidentified young man is seated on one of the
stones lining the road. The handwritten caption reads:
"One of the carriage roads on the island, 8/6/33.
NA 2646, photograph, p12848, August 6, 1933
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12848: August 6,
1933
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man standing
on the carriage road. Caption reads: D. Gilbert. Highway
bridge with carriage road below, August 6, 1933.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12849, August 6, 1933
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12849: August 6,
1933
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12850, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12850: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of an unidentified
man leaning on the hood of a truck at the head of a line
of trucks at 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake Camp, Bar Harbor,
Maine, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12851, August 6, 1933
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12851: August 6,
1933
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph of Eagle
Lake, Bar Harbor, Maine captioned, "Looking up Eagle
Lake."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12852, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12852: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of an unidentified
man sitting behind the steering wheel of a truck, 154th Co.
CCC Eagle Lake Camp, Bar Harbor, Maine, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12853, circa 1933
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12853: circa 1933
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man wearing
a white shirt standing on a stone bridge that passes over
the Carriage Road in Acadia National Park, Bar Harbor,
Maine, circa 1933.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12854, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12854: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph labeled "Before"
showing a snow-covered slash pile and stack of wood
Audio NA
2646
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along the side of the road of Acadia National Park, Bar
Harbor, Maine, undated.
NA 2646, photograph, p12855, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12855: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph labeled "After"
showing two men standing in the cleared areas between
trees after slash piles, wood, and under brush was
removed by men working with the Civilian Conservation
Corps from the 154th Co. Eagle Lake Camp, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12856, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12856: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of John Parsons,
"rigged up in [his] outdoor gear" holding a four-pound
axe in the woods of Acadia National Park, Bar Harbor,
Maine. Parsons served with the 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake
Camp. Caption reads: "Woodsman spare that tree?! JHP"
The photo is undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12857, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12857: undated
Abstract: Black and white, undated photograph of a crowd
of people including men, women, and children. No further
description of the activity in the photograph is available.
Photo may possibly document Bar Harbor's Carnival Day
in February 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12858, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12858: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man standing
on snow shoes in a winter scene, Acadia National Park,
Bar Harbor, Maine, undated. The handwritten caption
reads: "Bill [Parsons] - an A-#1 chap."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12859, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12859: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of three men
wearing snow shoes, kneeling in the snow to pose for
the picture. A fourth man is seated on a log nearby. Bill
Parsons (kneeling left), unidentified (kneeling middle),
Doc Sisson (kneeling, right). The photo appears to be
damaged. The photograph is undated. Bar Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12860, December 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12860: December
1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the Eagle Lake
CCC Camp, Bar Harbor, Maine, showing the snow fence.
Label reads: "Snow fence at camp Dec. '34."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12861, undated
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Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12861: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of ice skaters and a
group of men rigging a sale on a low, small sledge. A crow
of people can be seen in the distance. Possibly Eagle Lake,
Bar Harbor, Maine. Photo may possibly document Bar
Harbor's Carnival Day in February 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12862, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12862: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young
couple posing on the ice wearing winter clothing. In the
background a man wearing a winter uniform. A young
man standing in the background iw wearing a race pinnie
with the lettering, "12. 154 CCC." Photo may possibly
document Bar Harbor's Carnival Day in February 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12863, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12863: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of men playing
an ice hockey game on a frozen Eagle Lake, Bar Harbor,
Maine. Photo may possibly document Bar Harbor's
Carnival Day in February 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12864, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12864: undated
Abstract: Black and white action photograph of men
competing in a foot race on a snowy landscape involving
wooden hurdles. Photo may possibly document Bar
Harbor's Carnival Day in February 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12865, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12865: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of John H. Parsons
dressed in his uniform as an Assistant Leader with the
154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake Camp. Parsons received the
appointment in July 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12866, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12866: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two men
standing between two snowbanks that are piled over their
heads. A group of men on snowshoes are clowning around
on top of the snowbanks. The handwritten caption reads:
"Whoa! Careful Capt'n!" The photo is undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12867, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12867: undated
Audio NA
2646
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Abstract: Black and white photograph of two men on
snowshoes labeled Doc Sisson (kneeling), Bill Parsons
(standing). The photograph is undated.
NA 2646, photograph, p12868, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12868: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the ocean surf
breaking on rocks, Bar Harbor, Maine, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12869, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12869: 1935
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph of a road
in Acadia National Park. Standing in the road at a distance
is a black and white dog, 1935.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12870, Spring 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12870: Spring 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a tree with an
unusually shaped branch labeled, "A freak of nature.
Spring 1935."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12871, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12871: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a cedar fence and
gate made by John Parsons labeled 1935. The gates were
located on the road leading into the 154th Co. CCC Eagle
Lake Camp, Bar Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12872, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12872: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a cedar fence and
double-swing gate designed and made by John Parsons
labeled 1935. The gates were located on the road leading
into the 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake Camp, Bar Harbor,
Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12873, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12873: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of an ornamental
cedar swing gate at on the road leading into the 154th Co.
CCC Eagle Lake Camp, Bar Harbor. The gate was designed
and made by John Parsons, 1935.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12874, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12874: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Hose House
Number 2, 1935. The small structure has the same design
as an outhouse.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12875, 1935 Audio NA
2646
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Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12875: 1935
NA 2646, photograph, p12876, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12876: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a stone bridge
that is part of the Carriage Road system in Acadia National
Park. The handwritten caption reads, "Rockefeller Bridge."
The photograph is undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12877, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12877: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of an unidentified
man standing beside a stack of wood, 1935.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12878, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12878: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a group of seven
men posing for the photo. The handwritten caption reads:
"Art' Roy & his crew of 7."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12879, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12879: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of men playing a
baseball game labeled, "Play ball!" 1935.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12880, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12880: 1935
Abstract: Black and white group photo of eight men
posing, labeled Crew 3, 1935. 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake
Camp, Bar Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12881, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12881: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two young men
sitting on stones with the Bee Hive in the background
labeled Batty and Leeman, 1935. Acadia National Park, Bar
Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12882, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12882: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young man in
CCC uniform at the 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake Camp. The
handwritten caption reads, Blondie Williamson, 1935.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12883, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12883: 1935
Audio NA
2646
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Abstract: Black and white photograph of two unidentified
men playing a game labeled "Quoits? Or Horseshoes?"
1935.
NA 2646, photograph, p12884, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12884: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a dark-haired
young man in a tank-top style undershirt sitting on a
stone next to a bucket full of blueberries. The handwritten
caption reads: "A day's woth of blueberry picking. Nice
work, Eddie (Maher), 1935."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12885, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12885: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of four men, three
wearing snowshoes and one man who has apparently
fallen in the snow. The handwritten caption reads: "Wait
up boys--the Captain's down. He can take it!"
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12886, January 2, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12886: January 2,
1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of men shoveling
snow into the back of a truck. The handwritten caption
reads: "Clearing snow from camp--Jan. 2 after New Year's
storm--1935.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12887, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12887: 1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a line of
men walking through the snow into the woods. The
handwritten caption reads: "Say, fella, you're out o' step."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12888, 1933-1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12888: 1933-1934
Abstract: Two black and white photographs of men
on snowshoes hamming it up for the camera, dated
1933-1934, 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake, Bar Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12889, 1933-1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12889: 1933-1934
Abstract: Two black and white photographs of men
on snowshoes hamming it up for the camera, dated
1933-1934, 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake, Bar Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12890, February 2, 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12890: February 2,
1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a snowy
landscape. A line of men can be seen walking out of the
woods toward a canvas tent. Handwritten caption reads:
Audio NA
2646
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"Enoch Mt. Boys coming in for 'chow' 2/2/34." 154th Co.
CCC Eagle Lake Camp, Bar Harbor, Maine.
NA 2646, photograph, p12891, January 27, 1935
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12891: January 27,
1935
Abstract: Black and white photograph of snow piled up
deep next to the 154th Co. CCC Eagle Lake Camp, Bar
Harbor, Maine. Caption reads: "Snow fence--after the
heavy storms 1/27/35."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12892, February 2, 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12892: February 2,
1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a snowy
landscape. Caption reads: 154 Co. C.C.C. Par of area
cleaned near tents--Enoch Mt. Feb. 2, 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12893, February 2, 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12893: February 2,
1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a snowy
landscape with snow-laden canvas tents. Handwritten
caption reads: "Tents pitched at Enoch Mt. to eat in at
noon 2/2/34.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12894, February 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12894: February
1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the snowy
remains of a canvas Army tent that burned in camp at
Enoch Mountain, Acadia National Park, Bar Harbor Maine.
The handwritten caption reads: "Enoch Mt. Ah! Too bad it
burned!"
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12895, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12895: undated
Abstract: Black and white picture of a man dressed In a
uniform and winter clothing, standing on snowshoes on
a snowy trail. Handwritten caption reads: Gene Arata,
undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12896, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12896: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a snowy
landscape through saplings captioned, "Deer run,"
undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12897, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12897: circa 1934
Audio NA
2646
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Abstract: Black and white photograph, underexposed,
of a group of approximately 24 men posing in the snow,
dressed in winter clothes, who made up the crew working
to thin trees and brush on Enoch Mountain, circa 1934.
NA 2646, photograph, p12898, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12898: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two men loading
four-foot logs onto a single-hitch timber sledge, circa 1934.
Location is probably Enoch Mt., Acadia National Park, Bar
Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12899, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12899: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of John Heath
Parsons dressed in uniform, undated. Handwritten
caption reads: "Just a Private JHP:
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12900, February 2, 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12900: February 2,
1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of John Heath
Parsons dressed in winter gear, standing on a snowy trail
near the woods. Handwritten caption reads: "As area
foreman. 2/2/43. JHP"
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12901, December 29, 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12901: December 29,
1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the snow-covered
Carriage Road, Acadia National Park, Bar Harbor, Maine.
Handwritten caption reads: "Carriage road back of camp
after storm of Dec. 29, '34."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12902, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12902: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man wearing
winter gear leaning casually on the hood of a truck.
Handwritten caption reads: "Dick Gain."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12903, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12903: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man dressed
in winter gear, standing in the snow, next to a transport
truck captioned, "Mont' Peabody." circa 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12904, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12904: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a single horse
hitch timber sledge next to a transport truck. Two men
are unloading four foot logs from the sledge and putting
Audio NA
2646
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them into the back of the truck. A ban is standing near the
horse's head, looking toward the camera. The handwritten
caption reads: Pearl McFarland, circa 1934.
NA 2646, photograph, p12905, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12905: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph that is out of focus
but shows a clutch of round white objects identified by the
caption as partridge eggs, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12906, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12906: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Eagle Lake, Bar
Harbor, Maine in the summer. Small boats dot the surface
of the water, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12907, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12907: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a young man in
uniform posing for the camera captioned, Dave Gilbert,
undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12908, March 6, 1936
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12908: March 6,
1936
Abstract: Black and white snowscape dated March 6, 1936.
Location unidentified.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12909, undated
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12909: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a group of men
dress in winter clothing walking as a group into the
woods, undated.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12910, February 2, 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12910: February 2,
1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man with a
shovel next to a pile of snow on the edge of the woods.
Handwritten caption reads: "Enoch Mt. 2/2/34. Clark
cleaning out fire hole after the storm. 'Some job,' he says."
Acadia National Park, Bar Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12911, February 1, 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12911: February 1,
1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of snowy woods
captioned, Trail. Enoch Mt. 2/1/34[?] Acadia National Park,
Bar Harbor, Maine.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12912, circa 1934
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Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12912: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man walking
through the woods. Handwritten caption reads: Co. 154
CCC Digging around trees to get the stump low -- some job!
circa 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12913, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12913: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a snowshoe
leaned against the base of a large cedar tree captioned,
One big cedar--over 3' D.B.H.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12914, February 2, 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12914: February 2,
1934
Abstract: Black and white landscape photograph of a
snowy trail in the woods labeled, "Trail at Enoch Mt.
2/2/34. Truck in center background being loaded with
wood."
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12915, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12915: circa 1934
Abstract: Two black and white photograph of four men
in uniforms wearing snowshoes standing on Eagle Lake,
Bar Harbor, Maine, circa 1934. Caption reads: "Forward,
march!"
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12916, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12916: circa 1934
Abstract: Two black and white photograph of four men
in uniforms wearing snowshoes standing on Eagle Lake,
Bar Harbor, Maine, circa 1934. Caption reads: "Forward,
march!"
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12917, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12917: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man holding
his arm in the air labeled, 'Barney' Vigue, circa 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12918, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12918: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of four men dressed
in uniforms goofing off for the camera as they attempt to
dance while wearing snowshoes. Caption reads "Gee, what
form!" circa 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12919, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12919: circa 1934
Audio NA
2646
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Abstract: Black and white photograph of four men dressed
in uniforms goofing off for the camera as they attempt to
dance while wearing snowshoes. Caption reads "Gee, what
form!" circa 1934.
NA 2646, photograph, p12920, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12920: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of men in
snowshoes walking into the woods on a snowy landscape.
Caption reads "G'bye Bill," circa 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12921, circa 1934
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12921: circa 1934
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a man dressed in
uniform standing on the very top of a cedar snag waving
to the camera. Caption reads: "Only 50' up, but watch that
dead limb!" circa 1934.
Audio NA
2646
NA 2646, photograph, p12922, circa 1933
Digital Object: NA 2646, photograph, p12922: undated
Abstract: Black and white group photograph of men
posing for a group photo labeled, "154th Co. C.C.C. Bar
Harbor, ME," undated. Senior staff, circa 1933. Back row:
M. B. Knowles, unknown, Gray Curtis, Supt. S. D. Conner,
William Parsons, Vernon Lunt. Front row: W. Leland, C.
W. Rand, Dr. Sisson, Capt. McAlary, Capt. Levinson, Ed
Maher, Lawrence Pinkham
Audio NA
2646
^ Return to Table of Contents
Myron Zimmerman, interviewed by James Moreira
Title/Description Instances
NA 2647, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2647, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2647
NA 2647, audio, part 1, February 27, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2647, audio, part 1: February 27, 2001
Audio NA
2647
NA 2647, audio, part 2, February 27, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2647, audio, part 2: February 27, 2001
Audio NA
2647
NA 2647, audio, part 3, February 27, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2647, audio, part 3: February 27, 2001
Audio NA
2647
NA 2647, audio, part 4, February 27, 2001 Audio NA
2647
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Digital Object: NA 2647, audio, part 4: February 27, 2001
^ Return to Table of Contents
Francis R. Laverdiere, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2650, audio, part 1, June 21, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2650, audio, part 1: June 21, 2001
Audio NA
2650
NA 2650, audio, part 2, June 21, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2650, audio, part 2: June 21, 2001
Audio NA
2650
^ Return to Table of Contents
Lurline Tuttle, interviewed by Pamela Dean
Title/Description Instances
NA 2651, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2651, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2651
NA 2651, audio, part 1, May 2, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2651, audio, part 1: May 2, 2001
Audio NA
2651
NA 2651, audio, part 2, May 2, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2651, audio, part 2: May 2, 2001
Audio NA
2651
NA 2651, audio, part 3, July 26, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2651, audio, part 3: July 26, 2001
Audio NA
2651
NA 2651, audio, part 4, July 26, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2651, audio, part 4: July 26, 2001
Audio NA
2651
^ Return to Table of Contents
Thomas A. Desjardin, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2652, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2652, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2652
NA 2652, audio, part 1, June 25, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2652, audio, part 1: June 25, 2001
Audio NA
2652
NA 2652, audio, part 2, June 25, 2001 Audio NA
2652
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Digital Object: NA 2652, audio, part 2: June 25, 2001
NA 2652, audio, part 3, July 2, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2652, audio, part 3: July 2, 2001
Audio NA
2652
NA 2652, audio, part 4, July 2, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2652, audio, part 4: July 2, 2001
Audio NA
2652
^ Return to Table of Contents
Rene Provencher, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2653, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2653, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2653
NA 2653, audio, part 1, June 28, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2653, audio, part 1: June 28, 2001
Audio NA
2653
NA 2653, audio, part 2, June 28, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2653, audio, part 2: June 28, 2001
Audio NA
2653
^ Return to Table of Contents
Russell Olson, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2654, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2654, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2654
NA 2654, audio, part 1, June 28, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2654, audio, part 1: June 28, 2001
Audio NA
2654
NA 2654, audio, part 2, June 28, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2654, audio, part 2: June 28, 2001
Audio NA
2654
^ Return to Table of Contents
John McLeod, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2655, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2655, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2655
NA 2655, audio, part 1, June 27, 2001 Audio NA
2655
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Digital Object: NA 2655, audio, part 1: June 27, 2001
NA 2655, audio, part 2, June 27, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2655, audio, part 2: June 27, 2001
Audio NA
2655
NA 2655, audio, part 3, June 27, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2655, audio, part 3: June 27, 2001
Audio NA
2655
^ Return to Table of Contents
Harvey Ober, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2656, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2656, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2656
NA 2656, audio, part 1, July 18, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2656, audio, part 1: July 18, 2001
Audio NA
2656
NA 2656, audio, part 2, July 18, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2656, audio, part 2: July 18, 2001
Audio NA
2656
^ Return to Table of Contents
Harris McLean, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2657, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2657, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2657
NA 2657, audio, July 18. 2001
Digital Object: NA 2657, audio: July 18, 2001
Audio NA
2657
^ Return to Table of Contents
Vernon Wardwell, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2658, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2658, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2658
NA 2658, audio, part 1, August 1, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2658, audio, part 1: August 1, 2001
Audio NA
2658
NA 2658, audio, part 2, August 1, 2001 Audio NA
2658
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Digital Object: NA 2658, audio, part 2: August 1, 2001
^ Return to Table of Contents
Ken Farrar, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2659, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2659, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2659
NA 2659, audio, part 1, August 2, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2659, audio, part 1: August 2, 2001
Audio NA
2659
NA 2659, audio, part 2, August 2, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2659, audio, part 2: August 2, 2001
Audio NA
2659
^ Return to Table of Contents
Webster Fox, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2660, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2660, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2660
NA 2660, audio, part 1, August 8, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2660, audio, part 1: August 8, 2001
Audio NA
2660
NA 2660, audio, part 2, August 8, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2660, audio, part 2: August 8, 2001
Audio NA
2660
^ Return to Table of Contents
Ulysses "Ted" Morin, interviewed by James Moreira
Title/Description Instances
NA 2661, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2661, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2661
NA 2661, audio, part 1, August 9, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2661, audio, part 1: August 9, 2001
Audio NA
2661
NA 2661, audio, part 2, August 9, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2661, audio, part 2: August 9, 2001
Audio NA
2661
NA 2661, audio, part 3, August 9, 2001 Audio NA
2661
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Digital Object: NA 2661, audio, part 3: August 9, 2001
^ Return to Table of Contents
Damien Blanchette, interviewed by James Moreira
Title/Description Instances
NA 2662, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2662, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2662
NA 2662, audio, part 1, August 13, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2662, audio, part 1: August 13, 2001
Audio NA
2662
NA 2662, audio, part 2, August 13, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2662, audio, part 2: August 13, 2001
Audio NA
2662
NA 2662, audio, part 3, August 13, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2662, audio, part 3: August 13, 2001
Audio NA
2662
NA 2662, audio, part 4, August 13, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2662, audio, part 4: August 13, 2001
Audio NA
2662
^ Return to Table of Contents
Roy Doak, interviewed by James Moreira
Title/Description Instances
NA 2663, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2663, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2663
NA 2663, audio, part 1, August 14, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2663, audio, part 1: August 14, 2001
Audio NA
2663
NA 2663, audio, part 2, August 14, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2663, audio, part 2: August 14, 2001
Audio NA
2663
^ Return to Table of Contents
Eleanor Raynes, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2664, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2664, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2664
NA 2664, audio, August 14. 2001 Audio NA
2664
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Digital Object: NA 2664, audio: August 14, 2001
^ Return to Table of Contents
Joseph and Priscilla Trafton, interviewed by Anu Dudley
Title/Description Instances
NA 2665, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2665, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2665
NA 2665, audio, part 1, August 14, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2665, audio, part 1: August 14, 2001
Audio NA
2665
NA 2665, audio, part 2, August 14, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2665, audio, part 2: August 14, 2001
Audio NA
2665
^ Return to Table of Contents
Claude Beaupre, interviewed by James Moreira
Title/Description Instances
NA 2666, transcript, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2666, transcript: 2001
Audio NA
2666
NA 2666, audio, part 1, August 22, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2666, audio, part 1: August 22, 2001
Audio NA
2666
NA 2666, audio, part 2, August 22, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2666, audio, part 2: August 22, 2001
Audio NA
2666
NA 2666, audio, part 3, August 22, 2001
Digital Object: NA 2666, audio, part 3: August 22, 2001
Audio NA
2666
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Thomas Thornton, interviewed by James Moreira
Title/Description Instances
NA 3323, transcript, 2004
Digital Object: NA 3323, transcript: 2004
Audio NA
3323
NA 3323, audio, part 1, June 28, 2004
Digital Object: NA 3323, audio, part 1: June 28, 2004
Audio NA
3323
NA 3323, audio, part 2, June 28, 2004 Audio NA
3323
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Digital Object: NA 3323, audio, part 2: June 28, 2004
^ Return to Table of Contents
